ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The availability of a complete data set is essential in various statistical analyses. However, in the context of air quality data, the problem of missing data often occurs due to various reasons, for instance, malfunction of equipment, human error and calibration process. The results of any statistical model and analysis could deteriorate when using incomplete records as an input in the analysis. Due to this fact, the estimation of missing values becomes the first priority in the data preparation process. Various replacement methods have been used to tackle the problem and are profoundly discussed in the literature; from the simple traditional method to the very sophisticated one.
The concern has been put forward in many field of studies (Baraldi & Enders 2010; Malek et al. 2008; Preda et al. 2005; Police & Lasinio 2009; Smolinski & Hlawiczka 2007; Zhang 2011) , including environmental research (Junninen et al. 2004; Plaia & Bondi 2006) . Two general approaches for solving this problem are case deletion and imputation, which are the popular methods. Even though case deletion is the most common and simplest method, it has the disadvantage of losing information due to data reduction.
Recorded air quality data such as PM 10 , NOx, CO, SO 2 and ozone are continuously measured data and the pattern of the recorded data is often non-linear and dependent of time. Instead of considering the measured data as continuous discrete values, the data can also be treated as a finite curve over an interval time period. Functional data analysis (FDA) consists of statistical techniques were used to analyze the curves data. The application of FDA for the air quality data has been identified. Among the areas of the application include the study on the trend, severity and the dynamic behaviour of a particular pollutant such PM 10 or ozone (Gao & Niemeier 2008; Park et al. 2013; Shaadan et al. 2012) , the study on the extreme values and the prediction of pollutant curves (Quintela-del-Rio & Francisco-Fernandez 2011) , as well as outliers or anomalies detection and assessment (Martinez et al. 2014; Shaadan et al. 2015; Torres et al. 2011) . Noticeably, the application of FDA for the treatment of missing values is rarely found. However, at a particular point of view, with the FDA approach, the problem of missing values could be overcome by means of curve estimation. In the FDA methods, converting discrete observed data into curves using curve estimation is the first step needed before further analysis is conducted. Several applications of curve estimation in the treatment of missing values have been used in several areas. Among the closely related research that is continuously being explored was the paper by Chen et al. (2010) . The idea of curve fitting using the B-spline and the non-parametric regression namely the kernel smoothing to clean corrupted and missing electric energy consumption using real data of the British Columbia Transmission Corporation (BCTC) was incorporated in the work. Another research was done by Cao et al. (2008) . These researchers had used the combination between the kernel smoothing and the nearest neighbor approach as the imputation-based method for microarray data. Remarkably, in both studies, the imputation was conducted by only using a one-step procedure, in which the non-iterative approach was considered. In the functional data analysis literature, missing data with short gaps can be reliably constructed by means of data conversion from discrete point data into a curve. Meanwhile, in the presence of long gaps, Ruggieri et al. (2013) proposed the empirical orthogonal function (EOF) procedure based on the functional principal component analysis (FPCA) .
In this paper, several imputation methods are designed based on the methods for data conversion in FDA. In addition to the previous data conversion approach, the initial-based value and the iterative-based imputation methods are incorporated in the treatment procedure. Two common approaches; the regression and roughness penalty smoothing are applied. This study aimed to investigate the capability of the imputation methods to estimate the missing value. Both the single imputation methods and the iterative imputation methods are conducted in the experiment and the performance are then compared.
DATA AND METHODS
In this study, the experimentation for missing data analysis is conducted using a real PM 10 data set that has been recorded daily at hourly basis at the Petaling Jaya air quality monitoring station located in the west part of Peninsular Malaysia. A matrix data set with 153 days (rows) by 24 h (column) which was recorded during the southwest (SW) monsoon season in the year 2010 is considered. The data contains small percentage of missing values (1.3%) and have been replaced using the column median value of the complete available data (Acuna & Rodriguez 2004) . The use of real data as the reference is considered in order to define the output of the performance criteria for better accuracy (Plaia & Bondi 2006) . All the analyses are carried out using the free software R (R Development Core Team 2008).
The first step in the imputation analysis was to generate six patterns with 100 sets of incomplete data for each pattern from the reference set to guarantee the consistency of the results. Next, the replacement of the missing values will be conducted using the considered imputation methods. Finally, in order to evaluate the imputation methods, the performance indicators were computed for each of the six missing data patterns.
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT OF MISSING TREATMENT
Given that a few data points are missing within the 24 h period of a day curve, the aimed was to replace the missing value y miss at time t with a value on the estimated curve x(t) at the same time t being missing, where = x(t). Examples for the possible condition of the missing values are illustrated in Figure 1 .
To solve the missing values, curve construction must be the first step to be considered. This is the fundamental step in FDA (Ramsay & Silverman 2006) . A daily curve is actually a function defined over an interval of (1, 24). The discrete observations y j , j = 1, …, 24 are converted into a function x i (t), i = 1, …, n, which allows for the evaluation of the function at any time point t j . The estimation of daily curves represented by function x i (t) is conducted by means of a system of basis function expansion, which is a linear combination of K independent basis functions ϕ k (t), whereas the term β k refers to the basis coefficient as follows:
(1)
In this study, a linear combination of K number B-spline basis is used to represent the curve for a more flexible fitting. Splines are piecewise polynomials; thus, to define a spline basis, information on a set of knots or the K number of basis and the degree of polynomials is needed. To construct a daily curve, a degree three polynomial is employed in this study. The coefficients β k are determined through the least square method by minimizing the sum of squared residuals (SSE) as follows:
A method for smoothing a curve using the least square method is known as regression smoothing (Ramsay et al. 2009 ). The roughness penalty approach is an alternative approach for curve conversion. The approach allows for a finer control over the amount of smoothing. The idea of the roughness penalty approach will be incorporated into some of the methods. A measure of roughness (i.e. curvature) is defined by the square of the second derivative (x̋(t j )) 2 and a parameter λ is used to control the roughness to prevent curve over-fitting. When the roughness is included in the fitting process, the least square fitting criterion in (2) is modified. Thus, the penalized sum of squares (PENSSE) is given as follows:
Using the roughness penalty approach, the estimate of the function is obtained by finding the function that minimizes PENSSE.
Estimation of K and λ for the missing data set For the construction of daily curves, we used an expected common K and λ as a guiding value with the assumptions that the recorded data within the data set comes from the same underpinning process. Using the available recorded data, K and λ are estimated based on the construction of the expected (mean) curve. Appropriate K is the one that gives the minimum Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Huang & Shen 2004) . Let m denotes the number of recorded data points (in this case m=24), K is the number of basis and SSE is the residual sum of squares or error variance of the estimated mean curve. The BIC formula is given by:
The common appropriate λ is determined based on the minimum value of generalized cross-validation (GCV) criterion (Craven & Wahba 1979) . The criterion is defined by:
Based on the results given by the BIC and GCV analysis, we have decided to use K equals 19 and λ equals 0.00001 in this study.
GENERATION OF SIMULATED DATA SET WITH MISSING VALUES
Missing data are generated from the reference data set using six randomly simulated missing data patterns in different missing data conditions as shown in Table 1 . For each generated data set, the patterns are different in complexity and are simulated with total missing data percentages of 5, 10, and 15 and according to the maximum number of consecutive missing values per rows (gap length) of three and seven. Thus, within the generated data set, different curves may have different numbers of missing values and different missing gap lengths. For example, the data set with pattern P05-G3 consists of 5% missing and the maximum gap length per day can reach up to three consecutive values.
IMPUTATION METHODS
Based on the data conversion techniques in FDA, seven imputation methods are considered. The methods are classified into three categories; the single imputation, the iterative imputation without roughness penalty, and the iterative imputation with roughness penalty approach.
Functional mean data method (FMeanDM) and functional median data method (FMedDM) These single imputation methods allow a missing value at time t j to be replaced by the corresponding point value that lies on the mean or median curve obtained from the available data. The mean curve is the mean of the concentration level whereas the median curve is the middle value at time column t j , j = {1,…, 24} across the replication of completed daily curves. Functional mean-based iterative method (FMeanBIM) and functional median-based iterative method (FMedBIM) An iterative approach was developed for the missing data imputation to enhance the single imputation strategies. Thus, the iteration process will make full use of all the useful information, including the instances with the missing values and improving the imputation performance (Pighin & Ieronutti 2008) . Initially, before the imputation started, the missing values were replaced by the point values on the mean or median at the first iteration and then the missing values were iteratively imputed until the algorithm converges. The convergence is satisfied whenever the difference in the error (MPAD) between the imputation at the current and the previous iteration is at most 0.005. MPAD is defined as the mean proportion of the absolute difference between the point of the observed value y and the fitted value . Referring to Conte et al. (1986) , MPAD is also known as the average measure for the magnitude relative error (MRE). The computation of MPAD for a particular curve is conducted at the location of w non-missing points as follows:
The following is the procedure to conduct the FMeanBIM or FMedBIM imputation method. For an interval of time (1, 24) an incomplete data set of matrix X with the dimension of 153 days × 24 h is imputed row by row (i.e. by daily basis in the context of the data set employed in this study) according to the following procedure:
Replace the missing values at time (t) of the location point j with the corresponding point mean/ median value of the complete data set; Fit day data points to form a curve using the model given by (1) with the fitness criteria given in (2); Compute the MPAD for the fitted curve given the name of MPAD 1 ; Replace the value at the missing location at time t of point j with the value obtained on the fitted curve; Fit the day data again to form a curve using the model given by (1) with the fitness criteria given in (2). Compute the MPAD for the newly fitted curve given the name of MPAD 2 ; and If | MPAD 2 -MPAD 1 | ≤ 0.005, stop the imputation; else, repeat steps (5-7).
The missing values can be replaced by the imputed values that can be obtained at the same location time (t) of point j on the fitted curve resulted from the final iteration.
Roughness penalty without based value method (RPoBM), roughness penalty functional mean-based iterative method (RPFMeanBIM) and roughness penalty functional medianbased iterative method (RPFMedBIM) Three imputation method designs that apply the model for roughness penalties are the iterative methods without initial value (RPoBIM), the iterative method with the functional meanbased/initial value (RPFMeanBIM) and the functional median-based/initial value (RPFMedBIM). The procedure to impute the missing value using the curve obtained by applying the roughness penalty framework is equivalent to the previous procedure when using the FMeanBIM or FMedBIM method. However, this time, the specified λ value is required. The following is the procedure to impute the missing value using RPoBM method.
Fit the incomplete day data using the model (1) with the fitness criteria given in (3) to estimate a function x(t); Replace the missing value with the value obtained from the predicted curve at time t is missing; Fit the complete day data again using the model (1) with the fitness criteria given in (3); Compute the MPAD given the name of MPAD 1 ; Replace the value at the missing locations with the value obtained from the new predicted curve; Fit the day data again to form a curve using the model given by (1) with the fitness criteria given in (3); and Compute the MPAD for the newly fitted curve given the name of MPAD 2 ; If | MPAD 2 -MPAD 1 | ≤ 0.005, stop the imputation; else, repeat steps (5-8).
For the RPFMeanBIM and RPFMedBIM methods, the procedure was similar to the procedure for RPoBM. The only difference is that to estimate the function x(t) at step (1), the initial mean or median value must be allocated at the missing points before the data conversion takes place. The second, third and the rest of the steps follow the same approach.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE IMPUTATION METHODS
In order to evaluate the performance of the imputation methods, three performance indicators, namely, the coefficient of determination (Rsquare), index of agreement (AI) and the mean absolute error (MAE) adopted from Junninen et al. (2004) are considered. R square measures the proportion of variance captured that is explained by the model while the square root of Rsquare indicates the strength of the relationship between the predicted and the observed value. Due to the inefficiency of Rsquare in determining the size of the discrepancies between the observed and the estimated values (Willmott et al. 1985 ) MAE is used. MAE provides a sensitive measure of the residual, the average error of the model whereas AI measures the agreement in terms of similarity between the observed and the predicted value. For all indicators, the mean is computed over 100 indicator matrices. The evaluation process starts by purposely eliminating some percentages of the observed data at random from a set of complete data. The aim was to reproduce the missing pattern. Each missing data will be replaced with the imputed value obtained using the considered imputation methods. The imputed value is then compared with the observed or actual data.
Suppose that there are P numbers of imputed values with the p th value is and the corresponding actual value is y p . The average of the actual data is and the average of the imputed data , with σ y and are their standard deviations; thus, the computation of the performance indicators are according to the following formulae:
Rsquare and AI take on the values between 0 and 1, with values closer to 1 imply a better fit. On the other hand, MAE ranges from 0 to infinity and a better fit is obtained when MAE approaches 0. To help in comparing the performance of the proposed imputation methods concurrently with the Rsquare and AI values, the MAE values are standardized into new performance indices, namely MBPI (MAE-based performance index). MBPI is constructed such that the values must lie within the range between 0 and 1 inclusively and the value closer to 1 is the ideal value. Letting MAE max and MAE min be the maximum and the minimum value of MAE, respectively, MBPI is computed using the following formula: MBPI = (10)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All seven imputation methods from three categories of functional-based imputation methods (single, iterative without roughness penalty approach and iterative with roughness penalty approach) have been tested on six different patterns at 5, 10 and 15% missing rate up to two types of maximum missing gap per day with the maximum of three and seven consecutive missing hours. The results of the overall performance of the methods are reported in Table 2 . Irrespective of the missing pattern, the ranking of performance in Table 2 shows that those methods with roughness penalty including the RPoBIM, RPFMeanBIM and RPFMedBIM give better results. It was also found that the iterative methods (FMeanBIM and FMedBIM) outperform the non-iterative approach. However, the best approach among these cannot be concluded yet based on the above summarized statistics. Further investigation on the accuracy measurement to compare the performance will be discussed. In terms of efficiency, all the iterative methods require on the average between one to two iterations to converge.
Figure 2(a)-2(c) presents box plots of the performance evaluation for the best three methods (RPoBIM, RPFMeanBIM and RPFMedBIM) in terms of MAE, R square and AI. On each box plot, the central mark is the median; the edges of the box are the 25 and 75th percentiles and the whisker represents the most extreme points, whereas outliers are plotted beyond the whiskers. The comparison of the methods is conducted on the 100 simulated data sets that have 5, 10 and 15% missing values and also with a maximum length of three and seven consecutive missing gaps.
Based on Figure 2 (a), the average error (MAE) that represents the size of the discrepancies between the observed and the estimated values for the case of the missing values with up to three consecutive missing gaps is smaller than that of the seven consecutive missing gaps. RPFMeanBIM and RPFMedBIM methods perform better than RPoBIM method both at different missing percentages and different maximum gap lengths because they produce a lower error (represented by a smaller median) and lower variance (represented by a smaller size of box plot). The performances of the three methods are also found to be unaffected by the missing percentage but affected by the number of missing gaps. Figure  2(b) shows the accuracy as quantified by the amount of variance/information explained by the method by means of Rsquare. A higher value of Rsquare indicates better imputation. RPFMeanBIM and RPFMedBIM methods outperform RPoBIM method regardless of the missing percentage. The accuracy in terms of similarity measured by the agreement index (AI) between the observed and imputed values is shown in Figure 2 (c). All three methods experience a decrease similar to the larger gap of missing values but the similarity is independent of the missing percentage. RPoBIM method performs better in the median but with a larger variation of the AI measurement compared to RPFMeanBIM and RPFMedBIM methods when the maximum gap length increases from three to seven. Table 3 , a comparison of the functional meanbased iteration method (FMeanBIM) to the single imputation method using functional average (FMeanDM) indicates improvements in the range from 1 to 6% for MAE and from 26 to 56% for AI. Meanwhile, the comparison between the median-based iteration method (FMedBIM) to the single imputation method using functional median (FMedDM) indicates improvements between 2 and 8% for MAE and between 11 and 30% for AI. The results of the study showed that the iterative method could improve the single imputation method. These results are supported by Zhang (2011) .
COMPARING THE PERFORMANCE BETWEEN THE ITERATIVE WITHOUT AND WITH ROUGHNESS PENALTY APPROACH
The results in Table 4 shows that both RPFMeanBIM and RPFMedBIM methods indicates improvements in the range between 15 and 37% for MAE and between 27 and 59% for AI. Thus, the results provided the evidence that the roughness penalty was superior to the approach without roughness penalty. For illustration purpose, the graphical representations of the imputation results are depicted in Figure 3 . Consider the 24 hourly recorded data for one day. The solid circle point represents the data that is purposely eliminated. FMedDM (from the non-iterative method), FMedBIM (from the iterative method), RPoBIM (the iterative roughness penalty without initial based) and RPFMedBIM (the iterative roughness penalty with median initial value) are employed to estimate the missing points. The imputed points from the different methods are represented by different shapes; circle for FMedDM, square for FMedBIM, point-down triangle for RPoBIM and diamond for RPFMedBIM method. Figure 3 shows an interesting result; the imputed points from RPoBIM and RPFMedBIM methods are found closer to the real observed value.
CONCLUSION
In this study, seven imputation methods based on the application of FDA have been introduced to impute the missing values. The imputation methods are classified into three categories; single imputation, iterative imputation without roughness penalty and iterative imputation with roughness penalty approach. The results showed that the three best methods are from the roughness penalty approach with iterative imputation. The ranking of the performance from the best to the least are as follows: the first belongs to the iterative method with the roughness penalty approach; the second is the iterative method without roughness penalty approach; and the least is the single imputation approach.
All the methods are independent of the missing percentage but dependent on the size of the consecutive gap length. It is also found that the imputation using the iterative method produced an improvement in the performance compared with the non-iterative imputation method. On top of that, using the initial mean or median value in the imputation process provides an additional advantage for the real application. The values on the median or mean curve can be used as the estimated value at the missing points for days with too many missing hours or even for days with no recorded data. Overall, the iterative imputation method using the roughness penalty approach is identified to be more flexible and superior to other methods.
